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Abstract
Performance evaluation is based on comparison standards. Results can either be contrasted to former results (temporal comparison) or results of others (social comparison).
Existing literature analyzed potential effects of teachers’ stable preferences for comparison standards on students’ learning outcomes. The present experiments investigated
effects of learners’ own preferences for comparison standards on learning persistence
and performance. Based on research and findings on person-environment-fit, we postulated a fit hypothesis for learners’ preferences for comparison standards and framed
feedback on learning persistence and performance. We tested our hypotheses in two
separate experiments (N = 203 and N = 132) using different manipulations of framed
feedback (temporal vs. social) in an e-learning environment, thus establishing high
ecological validity and allowing objective data to be collected. We found first evidence
for beneficial effects of receiving framed feedback towards own preferences on learning persistence and performance in our experiments. We tested fluency as a possible
underlying psychological mechanism in our second experiment and observed a larger
fit effect on learning persistence under disfluency. The results are discussed regarding
a new theoretical perspective on the concept of preferences for comparison standards
as well as opportunities for adaptive e-learning.
Keywords: Self-regulated learning, e-Learning, Reference norm orientation, Frame of
reference, Feedback

Introduction
Feedback is considered to be one of the most powerful influences on learning outcomes
(Hattie, 2009) that play a key role in many learning situations. However, some feedback
has a more beneficial impact than others (Butler, 1987) and it has been pointed out that
this impact is not necessarily always positive or directly related to behavior (Balcazar et al.,
1985; Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Ilgen et al., 1979; Latham & Locke, 1991). The latter conclusion is based on a large amount of empirical support reviewed by Kluger and DeNisi
(1996). Their meta-analysis of 608 studies on feedback interventions revealed a mean positive effect of feedback on performance (d = 0.41), but feedback decreased performance in
about one third of the studies. Literature on feedback interventions (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996,
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1998) distinguishes different feedback forms like informative feedback, solely stating what is
correct and what is wrong and elaborative feedback, which gives information about opportunities to improve learning. We are aware of research concluding that elaborative feedback is more effective than solely providing informative feedback (Bangert-Drowns et al.,
1991). However, elaborative feedback is harder to provide, especially in an automated way
in digital learning environments. Therefore, we aim to provide insights into how informative feedback—as the most basal form of feedback—can be modified to be more beneficial
for learners’ persistence and performance.
We use a differential perspective on feedback perception and propose certain feedback
types to be more effective for specific subgroups. Within their feedback intervention theory, Kluger and DeNisi (1996, 1998) already state that behavior regulations depend on a
comparison of the provided feedback and individuals’ goals or standards and we will focus
on these comparison standards. Educational scholars have discussed the role of different
comparison standards on students’ motivation and performance. The construct of reference norm orientation was suggested by Rheinberg (see Rheinberg, 2001, for a summary)
in order to describe stable preferences towards different comparison standards of performance evaluation. Research revealed that preferences for comparison standards of teachers have a significant impact on learners’ motivation (Dickhäuser et al., 2017; Lüdtke et al.,
2005; Retelsdorf & Günther, 2011; Rheinberg, 2001). However, no existing literature focuses
on the orientation of students and their preferences for different comparison standards in
real learning contexts and potential effects on learning outcomes.
For the very first time, we investigated potential effects of those personal preferences for
comparison standards of learners and provided feedback on actual learning outcomes, i.e.,
learning persistence and learning performance. In line with (a) the differential approach
of feedback interventions theory (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996, 1998), (b) the general idea of
aptitude-treatment-interaction (ATI, Cronbach & Snow, 1969) that students with different abilities benefit more or less from different interventions, treatments or instructional
techniques and c) a large corpus of fit effects in psychological research (e.g., Edwards,
1991; Higgins, 2000; Porter & Umbach, 2006), we will propose interactions between personal preferences and different feedback types. Based on the relevance of designing good
e-learning environments (Al-Fraihat et al., 2020; Mohammadhassan et al., 2022), the fact
that learning success in digital environments is dependent on interindividual differences in
self-regulation (Aparicio et al., 2017) and given that the field of e-learning opens up new
possibilities to adapt the learning context to learners’ specific needs (Seo et al., 2021; Shute
& Towle, 2003), we investigated whether such postulated fit effects of different comparison
standards affect persistence and performance on an e-learning platform for exam preparation. The present manuscript provides new theoretical perspectives on learners’ preferences
for comparison standards, their potential fit with the comparison frames of the feedback,
and their importance for self-regulated learning. For overview of the constructs investigated in this manuscript see Table 1.

Theory
Comparison standards for feedback and individual preferences

What is a good performance? The answer to this question is not as easy as it seems at
first glance. There might be situations in which a good performance can be derived
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Table 1 Central constructs investigated in this manuscript
Feedback

Feedback is information about performance and it is one of the most powerful
factors impacting individuals’ learning outcomes (Hattie, 2009; Hattie & Timperley,
2007). It should be noted that feedback effects are in general beneficial, but can
also be negative (Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996, 1998). Within the
feedback-intervention-theory it is stated that feedback needs to be meaningful for
individuals to be effective (Kluger & DeNisi, 1998).

Comparison standards

Comparison standards are used to describe performance in different means
(Rheinberg, 2001). On a criterial level performance can be compared if absolute
standards exist (e.g., to achieve a driver’s license you must provide skills and abilities to participate in public traffic safely and responsibly). Besides those absolute
standards performance can also be compared with own former performance
(temporal comparison standard) or performance of others (social comparison
standard).

Preferences for comparison standards/frame of
reference/reference norm
orientation

Individuals differ in their preferences for temporal and social comparison standards
(Dickhäuser et al., 2017; Lüdtke et al., 2005; Retelsdorf & Günther, 2011; Rheinberg,
2001). Individuals may have low or high preferences for one or both comparison
standards as those are independent. Research for preferences for comparison
(often called frame of reference or reference norm orientation) has focused on the
effects of preferences of comparison standards of teachers on students’ motivation
and performance, stating a superiority of preferences for temporal comparisons
standards.

Fit effects

Fit effects emerge if situational cues meet individual preferences. They are a common construct in psychological research (e.g., regulatory fit; Higgins, 2000) and are
associated with positive effects on persistence and performance.

Fluency

Fluency (Alter & Oppenheimer, 2009) is the perceived ease of processing. This
ease of processing is a mediating mechanism for many phenomena in social
psychology and fluency can be affected by different facets. One facet of fluency is
perceptual fluency emerging from easy to read information compared to hard to
identify information (e.g., Eitel et al., 2014; Hansen et al., 2008).

from a certain objective criterion. A good high jump performance, for example, can be
evaluated by whether the jumper dislodged the bar or not. But what is a good learning
performance? In situations where no absolute criterion as comparison standard can be
identified, performance can be either evaluated in contrast to the performance of others or in contrast to own former performance. These comparison standards have a long
research tradition as, for example, the social comparison theory (Festinger, 1954) and
temporal comparison theory (Albert, 1977) have addressed these two types of comparisons. Former research has focused on the effects of different feedback types on motivational and performance outcomes by comparing effects of task-oriented feedback
and competitive feedback conditions (Butler, 1987; Covington & Omelich, 1984; Shih &
Alexander, 2000).
The achievement goal theory (Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Elliot & McGregor, 2001)
provides a good starting point for a closer look at learners’ goals and preferences
for comparison standards. The achievement goal theory states that two motivational
systems guide learners’ motivation in achievement-related situations. Mastery goals
describe tendencies to improve knowledge while performance goals reflect tendencies to demonstrate competence. The theory has been further developed and
researchers such as Nicholls (Nicholls, 1984, 1989) claim that mastery goals are taskoriented and performance goals are ego-orientated. This implies different reference
points for learners to compare actions. The task-orientation refers solely to improvement in the task and therefore needs information of former and current performance (temporal comparisons). The ego-orientation compares current performance
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to the performance of others for the sake of evaluation (social comparison). Educational psychology researchers have also solely focused on these preferences for
comparison standards, especially on teachers and their respective effects on learners. They distinguish teachers’ stable preferences for social and temporal comparisons as teachers’ reference norm orientation (Retelsdorf & Günther, 2011; Rheinberg,
2001) or teachers’ frame of reference (Dickhäuser et al., 2017; Lüdtke et al., 2005).
In previous research, a stronger teacher preference for temporal comparison standards was associated with more beneficial outcomes, like more adaptive instructional
styles promoting students’ comprehensive learning (Retelsdorf & Günther, 2011),
higher self-concept and more adaptive mindsets of students (Dickhäuser et al., 2017;
Lüdtke et al., 2005). It is important to note that preferences for temporal and social
comparison standards are not endpoints of one continuum, but rather independent
constructs that moderately correlate (Dickhäuser et al., 2017; Retelsdorf & Günther,
2011).

Benefits of fit: when preferences meet standards

Instead of teachers’ frame of reference, we focus on reference norm orientation of
learners as the preference for a temporal or social comparison standard for the evaluation of own performance. Positive effects of a higher preference for temporal comparison standards (and negative effects of a higher preference for social comparison
standards) on learners’ persistence and performance can be derived from the analogous evidence from teachers’ preferences for comparison standards (Dickhäuser
et al., 2017; Lüdtke et al., 2005; Retelsdorf & Günther, 2011; Rheinberg, 2001).
However, in line with the feedback intervention theory suggested by Kluger and
DeNisi (1998), one could argue that individuals with different preferences towards
standards for performance evaluation benefit differently from different types of
feedback. For example, individuals with a high preference for social comparison
standards should prefer feedback that gives information about individuals’ performance contrasted to the performance of others. If such preferences are met by the
framed feedback given by a teacher or a learning system, i.e., if such students actually receive feedback based on social comparison, this should result in beneficial outcomes. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose such a fit effect of
preferences for comparison standards and framed feedback. However, fit effects in
general are a well-established phenomenon in psychological literature: e.g., personjob fit in industrial and organizational psychology (Edwards, 1991), aptitude-treatment-interactions or choice of major subjects in college in educational psychology
(Cronbach & Snow, 1969; Porter & Umbach, 2006) or regulatory fit in social psychology (Higgins, 2000). Indeed, the regulatory focus theory (Higgins, 1998) also refers
to the perception of feedback. Positive effects of a fit between situational regulatory
cues and chronic regulatory orientations have been identified in various disciplines,
e.g., beneficial effects on health behavior (Hong & Lee, 2008). A recent meta-analysis underlines the robustness of the phenomena (Motyka et al., 2014) and Keller and
Bless (2006) found evidence that induced fit during tests enhances test performance
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of high school students. Therefore, it is plausible that in an educational context, fit
effects on learning outcomes are observable.
Motivated by fitting feedback

Which outcomes are affected by fit? For regulatory fit it has been shown that many fit
effects occur due to a motivational or volitional process (Motyka et al., 2014). In one of
their studies, Spiegel and colleagues (2004) asked students to write a non-compulsory
report in their leisure time. Students first reported their chronic regulatory orientations
and were then told to first think about time slots, places and techniques, which were
either favorable for fulfilling the task (promotion) or hindered fulfilling the task (prevention). More participants under fit (where the instruction met their chronic regulatory
orientation) handed in reports than participants under misfit (where instruction did not
meet their chronic regulatory orientation). This can be explained through higher persistence caused by matching instructions and personal preferences. Freitas and Higgins
(2002) postulated “that another determinant of action enjoyment is the action’s fit with
one’s phenomenological state, such as one’s mood, mind-set, or regulatory focus” (p. 1)
and directly assessed participants’ feelings about goal pursuit under fit. Under regulatory fit, participants reported higher task enjoyment and higher willingness to repeat
the task than under regulatory misfit. We propose that such processes are triggered by
the joint operation of preferences for comparison standards and framed feedback: For
learners who understand a good performance in terms of improvement, a feedback
intervention providing information about former performance and current performance
should be more motivating and foster more persistence than for learners who do not
prefer comparisons of current performance with former performance. Indeed, the latter
should yield lower self-regulated learning activities as it may be non-informative or even
aversive.
Persistence in e-learning environments is also dependent on individuals’ self-regulation (Aparicio et al., 2017; Lee & Lee, 2008). Consequently, based on the general framework of fit effects (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996, 1998) and transferring the evidence and
mechanisms of regulatory fit (Freitas & Higgins, 2002; Higgins, 2000) to learners’ preferences for comparison standards and the context of feedback, we propose similar effects
on learning persistence in an e-learning environment. To respect the bi-dimensionality
of preferences for comparison standards (Dickhäuser et al., 2017; Retelsdorf & Günther,
2011), we propose separate hypotheses for both orientations in the present work:
H1a: Feedback with a temporal (social) comparison standard will enhance (decrease)
learning persistence for learners with higher preferences for temporal comparison
standards.
H1b: Feedback with a social (temporal) comparison standard will enhance (decrease)
learning persistence for learners with higher preferences for social comparison
standards.
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Cognitive benefits of fit

Beside those motivational effects of induced fit between preferences for comparison
standards and presented type of feedback, one could speculate about additional processes. Keller and Bless (2006) discussed whether cognitive processes could explain the
observed fit effects in students’ test performance as well. Received instructions (or feedback) which are framed in the reader’s preferred way, should be easier to process than
instructions which do not meet readers’ strategic orientations. Therefore, fit should foster information processing while misfit might bind cognitive resources. This assumption
is also indirectly supported by findings on effects of (dis-)congruency. Several studies
have identified reduced cognitive performance, when congruency of information with
stereotypes or expectancies is not given (Macrae et al., 1993; Stangor & McMillan, 1992).
Transferring those results to the context of feedback framed with different comparison
standards, we propose higher performance for individuals who receive feedback framed
in correspondence to their preferences. We aim to investigate those effects on learning
performance in an e-learning environment as well as previous research outlining the
importance of enhanced motivation on e-learning performance (Castillo-Merino & Serradell-López, 2014). On the other side, misfitting feedback should reduce learning performance as cognitive resources are limited. This is also in line with cognitive load theory
stating that learning performance is dependent on the amount of extraneous cognitive
load, information that is hard to process or irrelevant (Sweller, 2010). Taken together,
learners with a high preference for temporal comparison standards should process temporal feedback with ease while for learners with low preference for those comparisons,
the feedback should lead to misfit and reduce task performance as additional cognitive
resources are spent on feedback processing.
It is plausible to assume that the effects are only observable in the presence of the feedback, as cognitive resources should only be strained when difficult-to-process information is presented. Therefore, we predict positive fit effects for those exercises introduced
with feedback simultaneously:
H2a: Feedback with a temporal (social) comparison standard will enhance (decrease)
learning performance for learners with higher preferences for temporal comparison
standards.
H2b: Feedback with a social (temporal) comparison standard will enhance (decrease)
learning performance for learners with higher preferences for social comparison
standards.

Fit and fluency

With our present research, we also want to investigate possible psychological mechanisms underlying the proposed fit effects. As a foundation, we use research on regulatory focus as “It feels right” is Higgins’s (2000) main description of regulatory fit.
Freitas and Higgins (2002) identified perceived task enjoyment, willingness to repeat
the task or perceived success at a task as an outcome of regulatory fit. It is plausible to assume that the metacognitive experience of perceived ease of processing
could explain such outcomes and fit effects in general. The concept of fluency (Alter
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& Oppenheimer, 2009) refers to this ease of processing, which impacts numerous
outcomes like confidence, truth judgments or liking (Hertzog et al., 2003; Reber &
Schwarz, 1999; Reber et al., 1998). Perceptual fluency derives from visual ease and
impacts affective outcomes as well. Stimuli on highly contrasted backgrounds (i.e.,
fluent) are judged as prettier than disfluent ones (those on low contrasted backgrounds; Hansen et al., 2008; Reber & Schwarz, 1999; Reber et al., 1998). We believe
that effects of feedback on learning outcomes go along with ease of processing as well
and propose enhanced learning outcomes or at least enhanced learning persistence
via higher ease of processing under fitting feedback. Despite the fact that misfitting
feedback should bind additional cognitive resources, fitting feedback should be more
easily processed and enhance performance. Fluency (Alter & Oppenheimer, 2009) by
definition relies on the same psychological principle as effects of ease of processing.
Therefore, we hypothesize that fitting feedback leads to higher ease of processing as
well as induced fluency. Because experimental manipulation of processes has more
leverage regarding causality, we want to test this by additionally manipulating the
perceived ease of processing (Spencer et al., 2005). Also, the manipulation of perceptual fluency is a common method of manipulating the perceived ease of processing
in recent research (Eitel et al., 2014; Flavell et al., 2020; Godinho & Garrido, 2021).
We propose that an additional manipulation of (perceptual) fluency should alter
the strength of fit effects. If fitting feedback has an impact on learning outcomes via
higher ease of processing, an additional disfluent cue should diminish those effects.
Adding additional fluent cues should strengthen the fit effects, respectively:
H3a: Fit effects of preferences for temporal comparison standards and framed feedback on learning persistence are stronger under fluent than disfluent conditions.
H3b: Fit effects of preferences for social comparison standards and framed feedback on learning persistence are stronger under fluent than disfluent conditions.
H3c: Fit effects of preferences for temporal comparison standards and framed feedback on learning performance are stronger under fluent than disfluent conditions.
H3d: Fit effects of preferences for social comparison standards and framed feedback on learning performance are stronger under fluent than disfluent conditions.
To sum up, we propose two separate fit effects of preferences for social and temporal
comparison standards and framed feedback for two different learning outcome variables
and an additional underlying mechanism. We investigated these in two studies. Experiment 1 focused on the fit effects of both orientations and framed feedback (social vs.
temporal) on learning time (H1) and performance (H2). Experiment 2 was a conceptual
replication (Schwarz & Strack, 2014; Stroebe & Strack, 2014) testing H1 and H2 with
an additional manipulation of fluency to test the proposed mechanism behind fit effects
(H3). Former research on preferences for comparison standards relies on self-report data
(Dickhäuser et al., 2017; Retelsdorf & Günther, 2011), which can be inaccurate or even
biased (Pintrich, 2004; Winne et al., 2002). For our studies, we investigated our proposed
fit effects in a digital environment using e-learning software, which provides users with
exercises. We used available objective learning data instead of relying on self-reports.
Furthermore, providing evidence for a fit-effect in an e-learning environment underlines
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Fig. 1 Conceptual model of fit effects of preferences for comparison standards and feedback with temporal
or social comparison standards in dependency of perceptual fluency. The conceptual model is analogous for
both outcomes (persistence and performance) investigated in this manuscript

the tremendous opportunities of adaptive e-learning (Shute & Towle, 2003) and leverages research on ATI as the limitations of classroom-settings are mitigated (Corno &
Snow, 1986; Cronbach & Snow, 1969). The complete conceptual model of our proposed
fit effects of preferences for comparison standards, framed feedback and perceptual fluency on learning persistence and performance is represented in Fig. 1.

Experiment 1
Methods
Participants

203 participants (178 female, 23 male, 2 other) were willing to participate in the experiment in exchange for course credit. Participants’ mean age was 21.84 years (SD = 3.76).
We collected data from four different courses and observed users preparing for final
exams.1
Design and overview

We invited users of the e-learning software (Siebert and Janson, 2018) to participate in
the experiment during the fall semester 2018. The learning software provides multiple
choice questions and statistical problems for psychology students at a German university. We conducted a within-subjects field experiment investigating the effects of individuals’ preferences for comparison standards and feedback providing different comparison
standards. It is important to note, that participants were not differentiated into groups
based on their preferences for comparison standards. Instead, we used their respective
orientations as interacting personality trait for the evaluation of two feedback-types
either representing temporal or social comparison standards. We chose a within-design
for the feedback variation two reasons. First, a within analysis of user behavior in the
software provides a much larger dataset controlling for interindividual differences in
user behavior. Therefore, the power of this experimental design was higher compared to
a between-participant design. Second, as manipulations between users could influence

1

The courses were “quantitative methods I”, “empiric scientific working”, “multivariate methods” and “testing & deciding”. Note that users could have used the software to prepare for more than one package.
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learning outcomes (and exam performance, respectively) a within analysis was more
appropriate considering ethical concerns about studies on exam preparation.
Users of the e-learning software were automatically redirected to our web-survey at
their first login. After giving informed consent to participate in this experiment, sociodemographic variables were collected. Following, we measured preferences for social
and temporal comparison standards of the users in a randomized order. Users were able
to start learning after finishing the questionnaire or declining participation in this experiment. Until the exams, participants used the learning software individually. For each
single learning session, it was randomly selected whether the social or temporal framed
feedback was presented during this particular session and participants got the respective
feedback after every tenth item.
Materials

Learning Software. The learning-software (Siebert and Janson, 2018) was designed to
overcome possible material effects during learning (remembering items not concepts)
by providing exercises, where numbers are generated randomly and cover stories vary
about different topics, maximizing the positive effects of testing on learning (Carpenter,
2009; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). For multiple choice items, alternating answer options
are implemented. Those features are combined with an adaptive selection algorithm,
which selects items solved correctly in the past less often to make use of the spacing
effect (Rawson & Dunlosky, 2011; Son & Simon, 2012).
Preferences for Comparison Standards Assessment. To assess learners’ preferences
for comparison standards, we used a questionnaire provided by Schöne and colleagues
(2004), which provides two different scales for preferences for social and temporal comparison standards. Items like “It would be a good performance if it is better than a previous performance” measure preferences for temporal comparison standards and items
like “It would be a good performance if it is better than others’ performance” measure
preferences for social ones. As the questionnaire only provides three items per scale and
internal reliabilities of the temporal scale were only sufficient in some studies (α = 0.55–
0.84), we included two additional items per scale. These new items were “It would be a
good performance if you develop positively” and “It would be a good performance if you
do more over time” for the temporal orientation and “It would be a good performance
if you surpass others’ performance” and “It would be a good performance if you do better than others”. Additionally, we entered every item as inverted versions of the original
ones. These inverted items were worded in terms of the perception of bad performance.
Thus, the assessment includes ten items per scale in total. Answers were collected on a
five-point Likert-scale using (1) “strongly disagree” and (5) “completely agree” as endpoints. All items are included in the Additional file 1.
Social/Temporal Feedback. We implemented feedback providing information either
with a social or a temporal comparison standard into the software. The social-framed
feedback provided information about the current elaboration score (a parameter reflecting total learning performance within the software on a 0–100 scale) of a user compared
to the mean elaboration score of all other users of the same package in the last 50 days
(in this way, only the performance of peers preparing for the same exam at the same time
was presented). For the temporal feedback, we compared the current elaboration-score
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Fig. 2 Feedback types used in experiment 1. Temporal feedback on the left; social feedback on the right

of a user with the last presented elaboration score. For the temporal feedback the presented information was introduced with: “Your ‘elaboration score’ compared to your previous performance!” and the current as well as the elaboration score of the last feedback
were displayed. The presented social feedback information was introduced with: “Your
‘elaboration score’ compared to the mean performance of your peers!” and the current as
well as the mean elaboration score of the peers were provided. It should be noted that in
both conditions the feedback about the current elaboration score was identical and only
the comparison standard varied. The different types of feedback are illustrated in Fig. 2.
We pretested the different feedback-types. We asked 20 pretesters to rate illustrations
of the feedback, whether “this type of feedback represents a comparison of performance
with…” on a seven-point Likert-scale with the endpoints “the performance of others”
(1) and “own former performance” (7). Pretesters perceived the temporal feedback as
expressing more of a temporal comparison standard than a social comparison standard
compared to the social feedback, t(19) = 8.93, p < 0.01.
Learning Outcomes. Learning time as a measurement for learning persistence and
learning performance was provided by the logfiles of the learning software. For each
learning session the time stamps of the login and the last activity before (automatic) logout were collected.2 Learning time was operationalized as the difference score between
those two time stamps. Learning performance was operationalized as the number of
correct answers right after receiving feedback divided by the number of total received
feedback per sessions.
Results
Preliminary analyses and descriptives

We investigated the items for preferences for comparison standards a) to ensure psychometric properties of the used scales and b) to validate the assumption that preferences for temporal and social comparison standards are distinct constructs. Reliability

2

This way the data is not blurred by sessions where users forgot to logout. After ten minutes the learning software automatically logs off. The time differences used for analysis are based on login and last activity. Only short absences from
the keyboard (e.g., going to the toilet) cannot be distinguished from actual learning time. Such noise in the data should
be distributed equally in both conditions and should be negligible.
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analysis for both scales using Cronbach’s alpha provided evidence for very good internal consistency (temporal: α = 0.89; social: α = 0.95). Both scales correlated weakly,
r = 0.27, p < 0.01, underlining the importance of testing fit effects separately. On average,
participants rated medium preferences for temporal comparison standards (M = 3.11,
SD = 0.43) as well as for social comparison standards (M = 3.05, SD = 0.37). Additional
descriptive analyses regarding age and gender are included in the Additional file 1. We
also inspected the 4108 learning sessions with more than 10 answered exercises (participants in sessions with less did not receive our manipulated feedback). Mean learning
time per session was 41.09 min (SD = 38.38). As learning time was extremely skewed
(sk = 2.69) and to obtain a normal distribution of residuals, we logarithmized the learning time. Regarding session performance, on average 61% of those exercises presented
together with the feedback (every tenth item) were answered correctly.
Main analyses

We used the R- ‘lme4’ package (Bates et al., 2014) to conduct stepwise multi-level regression analyses on session learning time and session performance. We first entered main
effects of the preferences for comparison standards and feedback-type (effect-coded with
-1 for temporal and 1 for social feedback) in step one and the interactions in step two.
The scores for the preferences for temporal and social comparison standards were standardized. For both dependent variables we entered the time till the final exam (standardized) as well as the uninvestigated outcome as another control variable.
Learning persistence. The learning times of the 4108 observed learning session were
calculated by the difference of last activity of the learning session and session-onset as
a measurement of learning persistence. We conducted a multi-level regression analysis with logarithmized learning time (in minutes) as the dependent variable and type of
feedback and preferences for comparison standards as predictors as well as the time till
exam as a covariate. Fit effects were entered as interactions between type of feedback
and preferences in step two. Sessions were clustered within individuals and subjects to
control for different intercepts. All regression coefficients are presented in Table 2. In
step one, we observed no significant effects on learning time, despite the control variables indicating longer learning sessions closer to the exam date, b = 0.071, p < 0.001, and
higher persistence with medium success probability, b = 2.529, p < 0.001. Regarding the
preferences for comparison standards of learners, we observed only tendencies of higher
learning time with higher preference for temporal comparisons, b = 0.048 p = 0.149,
and lower preferences for social comparisons, b = − 0.038, p = 0.247 as well as a small
tendency towards longer learning times in sessions with temporal framed feedback, b =
− 0.016, p = 0.146. Out of the proposed fit effects, the interaction between feedback type
and preferences for temporal comparison standards was not significant, btemporal × feed3
back = 0.002, p = 0.881, but we found a significant interaction between feedback type and
preferences for social comparison standards, bsocial × feedback = 0.025, p = 0.034. Therefore,
we can only support hypothesis H1b, stating higher learning time for participants with

3

P-values for our proposed effects can be divided by two, if the interactions are in the stated direction as we explicitly
formulated directed hypotheses. However, all reported p-values are two-tailed.
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Table 2 Multilevel regression on learning persistence and performance in experiment 1
Persistence
Model 1 B(SE)
Intercept

Performance
Model 2 B(SE)

Model 1 B(SE)

Model 2 B(SE)

7.279*** (0.091)

7.278*** (0.091)

0.531*** (0.046)

0.531*** (0.045)

Time to e xama

0.071*** (0.014)

0.071*** (0.014)

0.012* (0.007)

0.012* (0.007)

Session p
 erformanceb

2.529*** (0.110)

2.532*** (0.011)
− 0.048*** (0.007)

− 0.048*** (0.007)

− 0.014 (0.012)

− 0.014 (0.012)

Session level (L1)

Learning t imea
Feedback
Learner level (L2)
Temporal RNOa
Social RNOa
Cross-level-interactions
Temporal RNO × Feedback
Social RNO × Feedback

− 0.016 (0.011)

− 0.016 (0.011)

0.048 (0.033)

0.047 (0.033)

− 0.038 (0.033)

− 0.039 (0.033)
0.002 (0.012)
0.025** (0.012)

− 0.006 (0.006)

0.009 (0.012)

− 0.006 (0.006)

0.009 (0.012)
0.005 (0.006)

− 0.006 (0.006)

N = 4108. RNO = reference norm orientation (preferences for comparison standards). Persistence measured as learning time
per session (L1, logarithmized), performance as mean performance on items presented with feedback (L1, logarithmized).
Effect coding of feedback type (− 1 temporal, 1: social). astandardized variables, bsession performance entered as p × (p-1)
to investigate higher persistence under medium difficultly exercises
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01

higher preferences for social comparison standards when a social comparison standard
is presented compared to a temporal comparison standard.
Learning Performance. We chose the same analytical procedure for the effects on the
success rate on items presented together with the feedback. This mean exercise performance per session was nested within participants and session. First, we entered the
control variables as well as type of feedback and reference norm orientations as predictors. All regression coefficients are presented in Table 2. There were no significant main
effects of either feedback type, individuals’ social or temporal preferences for comparison standards. However, exercise success on items after feedback was more likely closer
to the exam, b = 0.012, p = 0.086, and in shorter learning sessions, b = − 0.048, p < 0.001.
We found no support for our proposed fit effects as we revealed no higher success probability with higher preferences for temporal comparison standards under temporal
feedback conditions compared to social feedback conditions, btemporal × feedback = 0.005,
p = 0.444, nor a significant interaction of feedback-type and preferences for temporal
comparison standards remained insignificant, bsocial × feedback = − 0.006, p = 0.306.
Discussion

Experiment 1 tested the effects of different types of feedback on actual learning. The
types were framed according to different comparison standards and we tested whether
the effects of feedback depended on learners’ preferences for temporal and social comparison standards. We were only partially able to support our proposed fit effects. In
particular, we observed a first fit effect of preferences for social comparison standards
and the presented feedback-type on learning persistence. Participants with higher
preferences for social comparison standards learned longer in sessions with feedback
which compares their learning score to the score of others. This calls for a closer look
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at interindividual differences regarding established constructs. Based on the existing literature (Dickhäuser et al., 2017; Retelsdorf & Günther, 2011) higher motivation to learn
could have been expected for individuals with higher preferences for temporal comparison standards, as those individuals have higher believes in change of abilities. Also, due
to its nature, social feedback is more stable compared to temporal feedback as when
all learners improve (or decline) in same similar manors, social feedback will be rather
constant. However, we only observe small tendencies in the main effects of the preferences for standards in our first experiment, not replicating the proposed dominance of
temporal comparison standards. This might be explained as those main effects might be
too small to explain the large variance in learning persistence and performance in our
e-learning environment. However, we see that—as proposed—differences in preferences
for social comparison standards alter the association between feedback-type and learning time. Even though we did not observe any fit effects on learning performance, these
results provide first empirical support for the central proposition of our fit-assumptions.
We want to highlight that in the present experiment the amount of variance in learning sessions (even within individuals) was enormous and this might explain insignificant
results. It seems obvious that learning times ranging from minutes to several hours are
not only dependent on fitting or misfitting feedback, but on external factors. A student
entering the university library after a lunch break to start learning for the whole afternoon will stay longer in the e-learning environment compared to a student arriving at
home and using some spare time for a little more practicing before dinner. Obviously,
those learning times are only marginally influenced by fitting or misfitting feedback. This
also holds true for the learning performance. Performance on items is mainly dependent on the difficulty of the exercise. With a large variety of exercises and interindividual
as well as intraindividual (over-time) variance, it is hard to detect effects on aggregated
learning performance. Another limitation of the experimental manipulation was the use
of the learning index as feedback. The overall learning index increases (or decreases)
rather slowly and feedback on such a semi-volatile score might not be as informative
as intended. Taken together, the first experiment can be seen as (a) first evidence for a
more differentiating approach to the question of whether temporal or social comparison
standards should be used and (b) as a starting point to dive deeper into the underlying
processes of fit effects, which we will address in experiment 2 by investigating ease of
processing as an underlying mechanism.

Experiment 2
The second experiment had three main goals. First, we conducted a conceptional replication (Schwarz & Strack, 2014; Stroebe & Strack, 2014) of experiment 1 by varying
the manipulation of feedback with different comparison standards. As we discussed, the
feedback of the first experiment only provided feedback on aggregated learning scores.
We consider feedback on item level as more concrete and therefore more relevant for
individuals and aimed to adapt the feedback towards the exercise level. Second, we
changed the design to vary the feedback within learning sessions to better investigate
fit effects on learning persistence by observing session abort after fitting or non-fitting
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feedback instead of investigating the effects of constant fitting or non-fitting feedback on
learning time. Finally, we want to concentrate more on potential underlying processes of
fit effects by additionally manipulating perceptual fluency.
Methods
Participants

We collected data from 132 participants (20 male, 112 female) with a mean age of
20.8 years (SD = 2.87) in exchange for course credit.4
Design and overview

Similar to experiment 1, we used the e-learning software and a within subject design
and invited users to participate in this study in the spring semester 2020. Compared
to experiment 1 we switched from a between-session to within-session design. While
in experiment 1 the feedback-type presented during a session was constant until session abort, resulting in learning time per session as dependent variable, now the feedback-type was randomized at each presentation. This way we were able to analyze, after
which feedback-type learners abort sessions and after which learners continue. By still
manipulating within subjects but now on every instance of feedback instead of every
session we were able to reduce noise and still respect ethical concerns. We gathered
additional parameters like timestamps, session length, and processing time of exercises
of the learning software to further reduce error variance. Furthermore, we manipulated
fluency in addition to comparison standards. Hence, every instance of feedback was
randomly selected from a two (social vs. temporal) by two (fluent vs. disfluent) set. The
procedure was analogous to the procedure in experiment 1. Participants answered scales
for preferences for comparison standards at their first log in and used the software for
self-regulated exam preparation. After every seventh item the feedback was presented.
It was randomly selected whether social or temporal comparisons were presented and
whether the next question was displayed fluently or disfluently on every single instance
of feedback.
Materials

Learning Software. The learning software was the software used in experiment 1 (Siebert
and Janson, 2018).
Preferences for Comparison Standards Assessment. We used the same items for the
assessment of preferences for comparison standards as in experiment 1.
Social/Temporal Feedback. As we intended experiment 2 to be a conceptual replication, and periodical feedback on a total learning index might not be very informative, we
implemented new feedback to the software. After every seventh exercise the software
provided feedback on the performance of the last seven items in a pop-up on the next
exercise, which is illustrated in Fig. 3. A green checkmark or a red cross for each of the
seven items indicating success or failure. Additionally, this exercise’s specific feedback
4

We had to exclude 58 participants who did not answer attention checks correctly. Participants were psychology students at a German university using the software as exam preparation for “quantitative methods II” and “diagnostical
psychology”.
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Fig. 3 Feedback types and fluency manipulations used in experiment 2. Top left = temporal feedback, top
right = social feedback, bottom left = fluent learning advice, bottom right = disfluent learning advice

was either compared to the users’ last performance on those seven exercises (temporal condition) or the mean performance of other users on those items (social condition)
with an additional green or red symbol below. The pop-up had to be clicked away to continue with the next exercise. Again, the feedback was pretested. 20 pretesters perceived
the temporal feedback to express more of a temporal comparison standard than a social
comparison standard compared to the social feedback, t(19) = 6.96, p < 0.01, using the
same item like in the first experiment.
Fluency. We added a perceptual fluency manipulation using contrast manipulations
similar to those in existing studies (Hansen et al., 2008; Reber et al., 1998, 2004). In both
conditions, the feedback occurred on the screen as a pop-up window together with the
next exercise greyed out in the background. After clicking away the feedback, the text
color of the next exercise changed back to black in the fluent condition, resulting in easier to read text with a higher contrast. In the disfluent condition, after the feedback was
clicked away, the exercise remained greyed out and font color switched back to black
with the next exercise. We presented sample exercises with fluent and disfluent font
types to our pretesters and asked “how readable is the text in this exercise” on a sevenpoint Likert-scale with the endpoints “very bad” (1) and “very good” (7). The pretesters
rated the fluent font type as easier to read than the disfluent, t(19) = 11.07, p < 0.01.
Learning outcomes. Again, we used logfiles from the e-learning software (Siebert and
Janson, 2018). This time, we logged whether learning activities were terminated after
feedback, i.e., no learning activities within one hour after the last seen feedback, or not
as an indicator of learning persistence and performance on exercises presented after
the feedback as an indicator of learning performance. Additionally, we only logged data
from learning sessions on non-mobile devices (feedback might not be presented correctly on mobile devices). In total, 4690 instances of feedback and the performance on
the consecutive exercises were analyzed in this experiment.
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Results
Preliminary analyses

Again, the scales assessing preferences for comparison standards provided good internal consistency (temporal: α = 0.85; social: α = 0.95) and correlated moderately, r = 0.29,
p < 0.01. However, in this sample we observed a higher preference on average for temporal comparison standards (M = 4.19, SD = 0.59) than for social comparison standards (M = 2.73, SD = 0.86). Additional descriptive analyses regarding age and gender are
included in the Additional file 1. On average, terminal session abortion probability in the
learning software was 21% (mean abortion after 5 feedback). The mean proportion of
correct exercises presented together with feedback was 71%.
Main analyses

We used generalized linear regressions to predict the binary outcomes session abortion
and item performance by preferences for comparison standards of the user, type of feedback (effect coded: − 1 = temporal feedback; 1 = social feedback) presented and fluency
(effect coded: − 1 = fluent; 1 = disfluent). To respect the hierarchical data structure, we
computed multi-level regressions with each instance of feedback on L1 and users and
learning packages as L2 variables. Additionally, we added standardized time until exam,
number of already presented feedback during this session, proportion of right answers
of the last seven exercises and processing time (only for the analyses on learning performance) as control variables.
Learning persistence. Again, we entered predictors stepwise to our regression to test
our hypotheses separately. First, we entered the main effects of the preferences for comparison standards, feedback-type and fluency, as well as the control variables standardized time to exam, number of already presented feedback and proportion of right
answers. Instead of the proportion of right answers p we used proportion of right
answers times the proportion of wrong answers p × (1 − p) as exercises with medium
difficulty are more motivating than solving everything correctly or incorrectly. In this
first step, only control variables predict session abortion significantly: session abortion
was less likely with more time until the exam, b = − 0.110, p = 0.015, more medium solution probability, b = − 1.241, p = 0.007 and less feedback presented previously, b = 0.065,
p < 0.001. In step two, we entered the proposed interaction effects of preferences for
comparison standards and feedback type. Both interactions are in the stated direction,
but only the interaction of preferences for social comparison standards and feedback
type was significant using one-tailed testing. For participants with higher preferences for
social comparison standards, session abortion was significantly more likely after temporal framed feedback and less likely after social framed feedback, bsocial × feedback = − 0.074,
p = 0.061. Hence, H1b was supported by these results, while the interaction of feedbacktype and preferences for temporal comparisons standards was in the proposed direction
but remained insignificant, btemporal × feedback = 0.042, p = 0.280. We entered the threeway interaction with fluency as a last step. Only the interaction between preferences for
social comparison standards, feedback-type and fluency was significant, bsocial × feedback
× fluency = − 0.111, p = 0.006, indicating the fit effect as stronger under disfluent conditions, contradicting the stated direction of H3b. All regression coefficients are printed in
Table 3 and the interactions of the full model are displayed in Fig. 4.
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Table 3 Multilevel regression on learning persistence and performance in experiment 2
Persistence

Performance

Model 1 B(SE)

Model 2 B(SE)

Model 3 B(SE)

Model 1 B(SE) Model 2 B(SE) Model 3 B(SE)

− 1.236***
(0.229)

− 1.239***
(0.227)

− 1.239***
(0.229)

− 0.227
(0.143)

− 0.228
(0.144)

− 0.233
(0.144)

− 0.109**
(0.045)

− 0.110**
(0.045)

0.071*
(0.043)

0.070
(0.043)

0.069
(0.043)

Correct
− 1.241***
exercisesa (0.454)

− 1.232***
(0.454)

− 1.262***
(0.456)

1.885***
(0.185)

1.887***
(0.186)

1.894***
(0.186)

Session
length

0.065***
(0.011)

0.065***
(0.011)

0.066***
(0.011)

-0.051
(0.034)

− 0.050
(0.034)

− 0.049
(0.034)

Feedback

0.015
(0.037)

0.012
(0.037)

0.008
(0.037)

0.031
(0.036)

0.032
(0.036)

0.032
(0.036)

Fluency

0.037
(0.037)

0.037
(0.037)

0.036
(0.037)

-0.037
(0.036)

-0.037
(0.036)

-0.036
(0.036)

Intercept

Feedback level (L1)
Time to
exam

− 0.110**
(0.045)

Learner level (L2)
Temporal
RNO

0.003
(0.075)

0.006
(0.075)

− 0.001
(0.076)

− 0.039
(0.057)

− 0.041
(0.057)

− 0.044
(0.057)

Social
RNO

− 0.089
(0.081)

− 0.093
(0.081)

− 0.090
(0.082)

0.030
(0.061)

0.036
(0.061)

0.036
(0.061)

Temporal
RNO ×
Feedback

0.042
(0.038)

0.039
(0.039)

− 0.071*
(0.038)

− 0.074*
(0.038)

Social
RNO ×
Feedback

− 0.074*
(0.040)

− 0.070*
(0.040)

0.082**
(0.037)

0.080**
(0.038)

Cross-level-interactions

Fluency
× Feedback

− 0.013
(0.037)

0.006
(0.036)

Temporal
RNO ×
Fluency

0.057
(0.039)

− 0.002
(0.038)

Social
RNO ×
Fluency

− 0.025
(0.040)

− 0.004
(0.037)

Temporal
RNO ×
Feedback
× Fluency

0.038
(0.038)

0.045
(0.038)

Social
RNO ×
Feedback
× Fluency

− 0.111***
(0.040)

0.028
(0.037)

N = 4690. RNO = reference norm orientation (preferences for comparison standards). Persistence measured as session
abort after feedback (L1, binary, 0 = no abort, 1 = abort), performance as performance on items presented with feedback
(L1, binary, 0 = wrong, 1 = correct). Effect coding of feedback (− 1 temporal, 1: social) and fluency (− 1: fluent, 1: disfluent).
a
Proportion of correct answers p for performance models and proportion of correct answers times proportion of wrong
answers p × (1 − p) for persistence models
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01

Learning performance. For learning performance on exercises, we also entered the
specific exercise as an additional cluster variable. Again, we entered the main effects
and control variables in step one. Only the number of previous solved exercises was
a significant predictor of performance of the exercises presented directly after feedback, with more correct items predicting a higher probability of success, b = 1.885,
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Fig. 4 Effects of preferences for comparison standards and framed feedback under fluent and disfluent
conditions. Upper row: Fit effects on abortion probability as an inverted measurement for learning
persistence and. Lower row: Fit effects probability for correctly solved exercises as an indicator for learning
performance

p < 0.001. Both interaction terms in step two were directed as stated and significant
using one-tailed testing supporting H2a and H2b. With higher preferences for temporal comparison standards, the probability of solving was higher after temporal
feedback and lower after social feedback, btemporal × feedback = − 0.071, p = 0.064. Furthermore, with higher preferences for social comparison standards the probability of
solving was lower after temporal feedback and higher after social feedback, bsocial ×
feedback = 0.082, p = 0.029. None of the three-way interactions in step three were significant, but the fit effects remain significant. The regression coefficients of all models
are printed in Table 3 and the interaction plots in Fig. 4.
Discussion

Experiment 2 provides further evidence for fit effects of preferences for comparison
standards and framed feedback. In this experiment, we observed fit effects on performance as well as on persistence. By changing to a within session design and focusing
on item performance (while controlling for item difficulties) we were able to reveal
the proposed fit effects on learning performance. However, for the persistence outcome, only the fit effect of preferences for social comparison standards was significant, replicating the findings of our first experiment. However, we want to highlight
that the change from a between to a within session design led to less but still highly
confounded dependent variables. As in the first experiment, we assume session abortion to be mostly dependent on individuals’ time schedules rather than receiving fitting or misfitting feedback. Hence, fit effects were hard to detect. Furthermore, the
assessment of preferences for temporal comparison standards seems to be less reliable. This could also be explained by less variance among participants on this dimension as we observed high preferences for temporal comparison standards in general.
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Compared to the first experiment we might have faced ceiling effects for temporal
comparison standards concealing potential fit effects. Overall, this could explain why
we only found a fit of preferences of social comparison standards and framed feedback in a methodical manner. Although, the significant three-way interaction of the
observed fit effect with our fluency manipulation was not in the stated direction, we
have first empirical evidence for underlying processes of fit effects on learning persistence. However, the fit effects on the item performance were not moderated by the
contrast manipulation. It should be noted that, besides the large differences in the
reported ratings of our pretesters, the manipulation is a quite subtle one.

General discussion
Feedback can be more or less beneficial for learning outcomes (Hattie & Timperley,
2007; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). While the large body of literature on feedback interventions focuses on the more effective elaborative feedback guiding learners towards better results, we are interested in improvements of more basal feedback just informing
learners about their current performance. For this type of feedback, the present studies
provide first evidence for fit effects of preferences for comparison standards. For selfregulated learning activities, we found positive fit effects on learning persistence and
performance of preferences for comparison standards and framed feedback. Our general
claim that framed feedback towards own preferences has a positive impact on learning
outcomes is partly supported by our two studies. Regarding the proposed fit effects on
learning persistence, in both studies we only found significant interactions of preferences
for social comparison standards and the framed feedback, but no interactions of preferences for temporal comparison standards and the framed feedback. Despite the large
standard errors reducing significance, the fit effects, both in the proposed direction,
were conceptually replicated with distinguishable manipulations (Schwarz & Strack,
2014; Stroebe & Strack, 2014). For learning performance, we were only able to identify a
fit effect of preferences for temporal comparison standards and framed feedback in the
second experiment. Furthermore, we revealed a possible underlying process of fit effects
of preferences of comparison standards on persistence. For the significant fit effect of
preferences for social comparison standards and framed feedback, a three-way interaction with fluency was also significant. Namely, the fit effect was enforced under disfluent
conditions. We proposed another direction, but it supports a linkage of fit effects and
fluency.

Theoretical implications and future research directions

The literature on preferences for comparison standards traditionally concentrates on
the effects of preferences of teachers when evaluating their students. It provides theoretical as well as empirical evidence of the superiority of temporal comparison standards and implies that teachers should be trained towards a more temporal comparison
standard (Dickhäuser et al., 2017; Retelsdorf & Günther, 2011; Rheinberg, 2001). However, our approach differs as we are interested in self-regulated learning activities, not
with teacher comparing performance but the learner himself. Though, it might be seen
as nested within the achievement goals (Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Elliot & McGregor,
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2001; Nicholls, 1984), we stick with this construct of preferences for comparison standards as most proximal to our research question of how feedback provided by learning
environments is processed. One might argue that social or temporal feedback presented
in e-learning software can be compared to teachers and their preferences for comparison standards (Dickhäuser et al., 2017; Lüdtke et al., 2005; Retelsdorf & Günther, 2011;
Rheinberg, 2001). Therefore, one could expect positive effects for temporally framed
feedback and negative effects for socially framed feedback. This was not the case in both
of our studies. Indeed, effects of teachers’ comparison standards are linked to specific
mindsets: a higher temporal comparison standard of teachers leads to a higher growth
mindset of students (Dickhäuser et al., 2017). It seems plausible that this is due to teachers with preferences for temporal comparisons also believing more in individual growth
and encouraging students respectively. Learning software does provide feedback without further mindset.
Our replicated finding of fit effects of preferences for social comparison standards
and framed feedback on learning persistence could indicate that the preferences of
social feedback are more important to be considered as interindividual than a temporal
comparison standard. This is in line with existing literature on the effects of teachers’
preferences for comparison standards, which explicitly state that temporal comparison
standards have positive effects on all students, while social comparison standards are
more harmful for low-performing students (Dickhäuser et al., 2017; Lüdtke et al., 2005;
Retelsdorf & Günther, 2011; Rheinberg, 2001). It seems plausible to assume that for less
beneficial social comparison standards a fit is more important. While temporal feedback
might be more or less motivational for all learners (independent of their preferences),
social feedback could lead to session abortion with a higher probability for those with
low preferences for social comparisons than for those with a high preference. Also, former research revealed stronger effects of social comparisons than temporal ones (e.g.,
Wolff et al., 2018) and in line with the “overpowering effect of social comparison information” (Van Yperen & Leander, 2014), preferences for social comparisons might also
have a stronger impact on learning outcomes than those for temporal comparisons. Further research is needed to replicate our findings and to investigate whether fit effects are
limited to preferences for social comparison standards.
In our conceptual framework, we proposed that feedback in line with own preferences
is processed with higher ease. To test this mechanism, we additionally manipulated
perceptual fluency to alter the strength of fit effects. We found one significant threeway-interaction altering the fit effect of preferences for social comparison standards
and framed feedback on learning persistence. The result contradicts our first theoretical assumption as we hypothesized fit effects to be stronger under fluent conditions.
Nevertheless, this interaction might not contradict the theoretical linkage of fit effects
and ease of processing per se. Regarding these particular results, one could assume
that fit can provide easier information processing even when other factors are disfluent. Effects of fluency might be dependent on the default state of fluency (Hansen et al.,
2008; Wänke & Hansen, 2015). If learners perceive some high level of flow or fluency
experience in general during their studies, a disfluent cue reducing this ease of processing might broaden the space for fit effects to expand their impact. We are cautious about
interpreting this result further, as only one of the proposed interactions was significant,
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but it is promising first evidence leading to more open questions regarding fluency as an
underlying psychological process of fit effects.
For our proposed fit effects on learning performance, the approach of experiment
2 was more promising as we measured direct effects of fitting or misfitting feedback
compared to experiment 1. Learning time and especially aggregated performance of
items with different difficulties in the first experiment might be too noisy dependent
variables in a field experiment to show support for the proposed fit effect. Hence, this
might explain why we observed both proposed fit effect on preferences for comparison
standards and framed feedback on learning performance only in the second experiment. However, in this second experiment both fit effects were in the proposed direction and significant. The performance of learners on items presented with the feedback
was higher for learners with higher preferences for temporal comparison standards if
the temporal framed feedback was presented compared to the social framed feedback
and also the performance of learners with higher preferences for social comparison
standards was enhanced when receiving social framed feedback compared to temporal
feedback.
At this point, one might argue whether the occurrence of misfitting feedback or the
absence of fitting feedback leads to higher abortion tendencies. Future research revisiting fit effects should address this question with between subject designs comparing
fit-, misfit- and control conditions. In general, we cannot say much about the underlying psychological processes of those fit effects on performance, yet. We tested ease of
processing as a possible mechanism with an additional fluency manipulation but were
not able to see any differences regarding fit effects under fluent or disfluent conditions.
This does not rule out ease of processing as an underlying process, but the present data
only (partially) support a connection between fluency and fit effects and persistence,
which is in line with a recent meta-analysis revealing effects of fluency on judgments of
learning but not on objective learning performance (Xie et al., 2018). We would like to
highlight another possible mechanism for fit effects on cognition referring to the previously mentioned literature (Macrae et al., 1993; Stangor & McMillan, 1992). If misfitting feedback binds additional cognitive resources in terms of extraneous cognitive load
(Sweller, 2010), this effect should be affected by the availability of cognitive resources.
Hence, we would suggest investigating fits of preferences for comparison standards and
framed feedback on cognitive outcomes using a dual-task paradigm.
In our experiment, we only address the question of whether the feedback-type meets
individual preferences motivated by the theoretical considerations of the feedback interventions theory (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996, 1998), where feedback should be in line with
goals and standards and support for our fit hypothesis has been provided. However, one
could also try to adapt feedback in terms of valence. We already pointed out that especially low performing students are disadvantaged by high social comparison standards of
teachers (Dickhäuser et al., 2017; Lüdtke et al., 2005; Retelsdorf & Günther, 2011; Rheinberg, 2001). One might transfer this to our studies on the perception of feedback as well.
It would be interesting to investigate whether a temporal comparison standard is more
beneficial for all learners, while for high-performers social feedback might not be harmful compared to low performing learners. Furthermore, future research should address
whether fitting does also interact with the valence of feedback. Are positive effects of
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fitting feedback limited to positive feedback or does fitting feedback enhance the impact
of feedback also in terms of aversiveness of negative feedback. Answering this additional
open research question would lead to a better understanding of feedback effects on selfregulated learning.
Limitations

In our present research, we solely focus on the effects of temporal and social comparison
standards in an actual achievement setting. By doing so, we establish the impact of our
finding on actual learning behavior, but were also restricted in opportunities. We only
focus on informative feedback as this can be easily framed in digital learning environments. Also, we cannot disentangle if fitting feedback bolsters learning outcomes, misfitting feedback impairs them or how they compete against a control group receiving no
informative feedback. Laboratory experiments not limited by the type of chosen design
might answer this in future.
We used two different manipulations of feedback providing either feedback on a more
aggregated level (experiment 1) or on an exercise-specific level (experiment 2). Participants might have seen feedback in experiment 1 as uninformative as the changes in the
learning index were rather small and the social feedback was quite stable. However, this
is in fact the nature of social feedback in many classroom situations, a reason for why
social comparison standards of teachers have a negative impact on students (Dickhäuser
et al., 2017; Rheinberg, 2001). Nevertheless, this cannot be completely disentangled at
this point as we switched from a between-session, keeping feedback types constant during learning sessions, to a within-session design, varying feedback types during learning
sessions, between experiments 1 and 2.
Furthermore, conducting field experiments with actual learning activities provide certain advantages especially regarding external and ecological validity but can lack internal
validity and power. Although we were able to use an extended dataset for our experiments, effects were rather small and statistical significance was only partially achieved,
even using one tailed testing due to the specified directions of our hypotheses. However, this should not be interpreted as lack of evidence or relevance. Laboratory experiments focusing on eliminating every single source of error variance might lead to clearer
results but findings are not necessarily applicable to human behavior outside the laboratory (Bless & Burger, 2016). Also, with our research conducted in situ on actual learning
behavior, we demonstrate practical applicability of our supposed fit effects (Berkman &
Wilson, 2021).

Practical implications and conclusion
Fit effects are common in psychological research (Cronbach & Snow, 1969; Edwards,
1991; Higgins, 2000; Porter & Umbach, 2006). The traditional research on comparison
standards focuses on the main effect of teachers’ preferences for comparison standards
(Dickhäuser et al., 2017; Lüdtke et al., 2005; Retelsdorf & Günther, 2011; Rheinberg,
2001). Assuming a more differentiated psychological process based on the results provided by Kluger and DeNisi (1998), we investigated preferences for comparison standards of learners to address the unanswered research question of the effects of learners’
preferences and framed feedback on actual learning behavior. Our studies supported
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those proposed fit effects on relevant learning outcomes. Due to the noisiness of the
data, we were only able to find first partial empirical support. With ease of processing,
we also presented a possible underlying process of fit effects. First evidence contributes
to the assumption of a connection of fluency and fit effects of preferences for comparison standards and framed feedback. Further research is needed to replicate our findings
in a more controlled environment and to have a closer look at the underlying processes.
Overall, with the present studies, we provided first initial research to build on to fill the
research gap on learners’ preferences for comparison standards, which calls for a more
interindividual perspective of the usage of comparison standards in learning contexts.
This is especially relevant for practitioners designing e-learning environments. While
feedback is crucial for learning outcomes, we highlight the interindividual perspective
of feedback perception. Feedback should be adapted towards the personal preferences of
learners to be most beneficial. More concrete, our findings indicate that social feedback,
which in general has to be handled with care, can be positive if learners have preferences for such comparisons. Our experiments conducted in an e-learning environment
support the tremendous opportunities of adaptive e-learning (Shute & Towle, 2003) and
relevance of actual learning data for educational psychological research (Berkman &
Wilson, 2021).
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